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THE IMPERIAL
JANPATH LANE, CONNAUGHT PLACE

Doubles from £107 per night

Wandering the corridors of this luxury hotel really feels like 
stepping back in time. Inaugurated during the heyday of the 
British Raj, the walls are teeming with paintings, murals and 
sculptures that tell the tale of Delhi’s recent history. The 
Imperial’s central location makes it a great place from which to 
discover the bustling capital, but it also offers a calm retreat. The 
swimming pool and the spa are particularly welcoming after a 
busy day and their Ayurvedic massage is a dreamy way to unwind. 
The service here is unparalleled in Delhi. 

In Indian movie masterpiece Delhi 6, Delhi is described not as a 
city, but as a gathering.

Built on top of the remnants of seven ancient cities, this is a place 
of multiple moods and identities, a vast melting pot of diversity.  
In Delhi, you can get a taste of the vibrancy and variety of all 
of India, and even the world, in one bustling and exhilarating 
expansive space. 

Have lunch in a Parsi café, go for an afternoon wander in 
centuries-old Mughal gardens scattered with tombs and dance 
the night away at a rooftop Spanish bar.   Move from ancient, 
bustling bazaars and labyrinthine alleyways, to the tree-lined 
wide promenades of New Delhi.   Sift through layers of colour 
in charmingly scruffy flea markets laden with undiscovered 
treasures or browse handmade leather goods, jewellery and 
clothing in Delhi’s numerous elegant boutiques. Devour an array 

TO STAY

ZOSTEL
5 ARA KASHAN ROAD, OPPOSITE NEW DELHI STATION

Dorm beds from £6; Double rooms from £11

Bang slap in the middle of Delhi, this hostel defies the chaos 
beyond its front doors and offers incredibly good value. The 
boys behind Zostel, a dynamic team of seven, are determined to 
reimagine travel in India and have filled a gap in the market by 
combining budget travel with safety. Mix with a wacky collection 
of travellers and explore the city from its vibrant and buzzing 
core.

BED & CHAI GUESTHOUSE
TOP FLOOR, R-55, HANS RAJ GUPTA MARG, GREATER 

KAILASH 1

Dorm beds from £9; double rooms from £32 per night

This French-run boutique hotel in a quiet part of the city is a 
favourite with guests thanks to its pretty rooms and reasonable 
rates. It has been lovingly decorated with mirrors, fabrics 
and furniture procured from all over India, imbuing it with 
a distinctive style. The wonderful owners have also made an 
insider’s map of the city for guests, complete with a guide to the 
Delhi Metro and a list of markets and little-known places to visit.

Words by 
CHARLOTTE TOTTENHAM

THE IMPERIAL

BY TONA STELL

A tale of
seven Cities

Delhi

of street food while you lurk in the shadows of India’s largest 
mosque, and watch the medley of human life scurry by or sit back 
in leafy gardens with a cocktail and soak up the sun. The variety 
and the diversity is endless and unpredictable. 

Areas such as Hauz Khas Village represent some of the best of 
Delhi’s creativity.   A multiplicity of galleries, boutiques, and 
rooftop bars are flanked by the ruins of a 13th century university. 
Subcultures thrive here, and while Delhi’s hard-working 
entrepreneurs launch start-ups from their laptops in quirky cafés, 
the party animals are on the top floor socialising, graffiti artists 
slyly paint subversive street art and musicians stroll to their next 
gig with their guitars on their backs.

Delhi is a teeming metropolis with no rules, a city of infinite 
opportunities where everything is possible. 
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CAARA CAFÉ
BRITISH COUNCIL, LODHI GARDENS, LODHI ESTATE, NEW 

DELHI

Flanked by a new art gallery space and the British Council 
garden, with seating spilling out into a quiet courtyard, this café, 
due to open in April promises to be a favourite snacking spot with 
Delhiites.  Retreat to this heavenly location to munch on fresh 
salads made from ingredients sourced responsibly by FarmLove, 
an organic farm cooperative in Delhi and sample CAARA’s unique 
coffee blend from Karanataka.

SPICE ROUTE
THE IMPERIAL, JANPATH LANE, CONNAUGHT PLACE

Just setting foot inside the Imperial Hotel’s pan-Asian restaurant 
is enough to transport you on an ancient Oriental journey from 
the Malabar coast of Kerala to Sri Lanka, Malaysia and Indonesia 
and finally to Thailand and Vietnam. Both the design and the 
execution here are exquisite. Splash out and order the delicious 
stir-fried lobster to discover what the chef here is capable of.

LODI THE GARDEN RESTAURANT
OPPOSITE MAUSAM BHAVAN, NEAR LODHI GARDENS, LODHI 

COLONY

This is primarily a spot to be seen in rather than to eat in. Nestled 
in a tree-covered corner of Delhi’s largest park, Lodi Gardens, 
and a stone’s throw from the smartest parts of town, embassy 
types rub shoulders with glamorous Delhiites and Bollywood 
stars hide behind sunglasses. The food is a mixture of European 
cuisines; their delicious homemade fig ice cream is definitely 
worth a try on a balmy Delhi evening. 

TO EAT

SodaBottleOpenerWala
73 KHAN MARKET

This new restaurant is the rebellious younger brother of Delhi’s 
long established Olive Bar & Kitchen. With its wacky design – 
soda flowerpots are fashioned from old tin kettles – this cosy 
venue has a singular atmosphere. The food is nothing short of 
fantastic; try their Bowsi ginger biscuits or sip on a lemongrass 
and mint hot Parsi choy. A little slice of Bombay café culture 
hidden away in Delhi. 

CAFÉ TURTLE
1. 8 NIZAMUDDIN EAST MARKET

2. 23 MIDDLE LANE, KHAN MARKET

3. 3RD FLOOR, N-16 GREATER KAILASH 1

Softly piped Dizzy Gillespie greets you as you enter the sanctuary 
that is Café Turtle. Take a break from the bustle of Delhi street 
life and retreat to a place with a mellow vibe that completely 
eliminates the honking. Their freshly made fountain of youth 
juice is a blend of pineapple and coconut that will give you the 
energy to get back out there and explore the city. If you’re missing 
good old British teatime, satisfy your sweet tooth here with 
Delhi’s best cake and a cup of Earl Grey. 

YETI
50 A, 2ND FLOOR, HAUZ KHAS VILLAGE

Yeti are responsible for the best Nepali food in Delhi and also for 
the most disarmingly kind and attentive customer service that I 
have ever come across. Keep things simple and order their thali, 
which is a blissful assault on the senses and in the traditional 
manner is refillable, so settle in for a lengthy feast. 

INDIAN ACCENT
THE MANOR HOTEL, 77 FRIENDS COLONY WEST

Voted the best restaurant in India by numerous panels, this 
award-winning venue certainly lives up to the hype. Chef Manish 
Mehrotra is incredibly innovative, fusing local ingredients with 
international cuisine in his dishes – like his ridiculously moreish 
tandoori bacon prawns – to create a totally unique menu. Be sure 
to book; this place is deservedly popular. 

KARIM’S
16 GALI KABABIAN, NORTH GATE, JAMA MASJID, OLD DELHI

Karim’s is a truly authentic Delhi dining experience. Tucked 
away down an alley in the shadows of the city’s biggest mosque, 
this little network of rooms with its small army of staff is always 
busy. Don’t expect much in the way of customer service – this is 
very much a local eatery – most customers are in and out in 15 
minutes, but at 500 INR per head, and with the best shahi paneer 
and butter naan in the city, we can forgive them the slightly 
grubby surroundings.
N.B. This is a Muslim district; so be sure to have your legs, chest 
and shoulders covered. 

DAKSHIN
SHERATON NEW DELHI HOTEL, SAKET

Don’t be put off by the bizarre location and the slightly naff décor, 
this is the best South Indian food available in Delhi. Try their 
meen pollichathu, a grilled sole fillet served in banana leaves. 
Accompany with their adorable miniature dosas and prepare to 
be blown away by the diversity of Indian cuisine.

SODABOTTLEOPENERWALASODABOTTLEOPENERWALA SPICE ROUTE
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AGRASEN KI BAOLI
NEW DELHI

The stepwells of Delhi are beautiful, fascinating and tucked 
away in hidden nooks of the vast city. You will be hard-pressed 
to spot tourists here; it’s a secret rendezvous for teenage couples 
who link hands and sneak shy glances. It’s also a favourite of 
superstitious ghost hunters, who claim that it’s haunted by 
djinns who will coax you into the water. 

BANGLA SAHIB GURUDWARA
ASHOKA ROAD, HANUMAN ROAD AREA, CONNAUGHT PLACE

This temple is located right at the heart of the city and is the 
home of Sikhism in Delhi. Despite its central location, this serene 
and eye-opening destination is found by few tourists and offers a 
charming glimpse of Indian Sikhism.

TO SHOP

KHAN MARKET
HUMAYAN ROAD, PANDARA FLATS, INDIA GATE

Frequented by well-heeled types who can be overheard waxing 
lyrical about their recent shopping trips to London, Dubai and 
New York, Khan Market is a fancy pedestrianised district of 
minimalist boutiques, homeware stores and bookshops. This 
is the best place in the city to choose a cashmere shawl from 
a kaleidoscope of colour options and to pick, get fitted for and 
purchase a sari. 

AMAR COLONY
AMAR COLONY, LAJPAT NAGAR 4

This antique furniture market is tucked away in a dusty pocket 
of Delhi’s biggest market and is quite remarkably quiet. Here 
you will not be hassled; browse in peace, or if you are not keen 
to try and fit a four-poster bed into your suitcase, observe the 
renovators working expertly on pieces that seem irreparable. 

SERENDIPITY DELHI
238/4, JONAPUR VILLAGE, MANDI ROAD

To complement Delhi’s cosmopolitan vibe, Serendpity describe 
themselves as ‘Mughal meets Morocco via Mexico City’. Located 
in a leafy suburb of the city, their boutique has an impeccable 
collection of handicrafts, furniture and clothing collected from 
all over the globe. Their handmade block-printed cotton kaftans 
are a particularly sophisticated way of doing battle with Delhi’s 
summer temperatures. 

NAPPA DORI
21 INNER LANE, HAUZ KHAS VILLAGE

When you’ve shopped so much in Delhi that you can no longer fit 
your possessions in your suitcase, a trip to Nappa Dori is in order. 
Become the chicest of travellers by purchasing their stunning 
range of luggage, including traditional trunks and vanity cases, 
all of which can be personalised. Their range focuses on leather 
goods, but also includes stationery and perhaps my best buy in 
India, a navy blue and fuchsia pink wooden-handled umbrella 
which is a loyal friend during the summer rains of monsoon. 

THE KIRANA SHOP
131 MEHRA CHAND MARKET, LODHI ROAD, LODHI COLONY

This tranquil little place is so much more than a health food store. 
They also stock fresh coffee and tea, spices, natural scented hand 
cream, handmade soaps and organic cotton-wear.

NIRMAL VIJAY & CO. JEWELLERS 
B-7 CONNAUGHT PLACE

The go-to jeweller for Delhiites in the know, Mr Vijay himself 
is reason enough to visit this age-old store in Connaught Place. 
His tiny shop is a treasure trove of precious stones, gold, silver 
and dazzling Indian wedding jewellery. He will happily create 
bespoke pieces, working with you on the design, or reset stones 
while you sip on a chai and gaze longingly at his magical selection 
of diamonds.

O LAYLA
21 HAUZ KHAS VILLAGE

Lauded as sustainable Indian boho-chic, Ritu Kumar’s store in 
Hauz Khas attempts to reinvent the traditional clothing of rural 
India and bring it to the city. This store is teeming with summery 
hues and imaginative pieces, resulting in a quirky collection that 
is ‘desi cool’ at its most elegant. 

JANUARY ROSE
MEHRA CHAND MARKET, 129 LODHI ROAD, LODHI COLONY

The brainchild of two students from Delhi’s most prestigious 
fashion college, January Rose is a clever conversion of traditional 
Indian style and colour into a contemporary, wearable range of 
clothing, furniture and accessories. Their armchairs embroidered 
with flowers in shades of pinks and orange and their unique, 
summery loafers are particularly special. 

TO DO

HUMAYUN’S TOMB
MATHURA ROAD, NIZAMUDDIN

Described by many as far prettier than the Taj, and certainly 
infinitely less crowded, this expansive Mughal garden complex 
is the resting place of Emperor Humayun. Wander between the 
expansive network of fountains and streams or sit and have a 
chai under a tree and take in the majesty of this grand 4500-year-
old grave.

DELHI BY CYCLE
DELHIBYCYCLE.COM

Delhi by Cycle is the perfect answer to the somewhat 
overwhelming crowds of Old Delhi. The friendly and enthusiastic 
staff will take you on a guided bicycle ride first thing in the 
morning before the traffic fully wakes up. Avoid the crowds to see 
the oldest part of the city, including The Red Fort and the Jama 
Masjid. Your early start will be rewarded with an unbeatable Old 
Delhi breakfast. 

HUMAYUN’S TOMB

SERENDIPITY DELHI
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TIPS + TRICKS 

TO PACK
It’s worth keeping a shawl in your bag at all times; many temples 
and mosques require visitors to cover their head and it will keep 
you warm in the evenings. 

Be aware that Indian culture encourages women to cover 
their chest, arms and legs, so loose flowing fabrics are more 
appropriate than hotpants. 

Socks are also key if you are visiting temples and don’t want to 
go barefoot.

Delhiites tend to spend a lot of time on their phones and are 
often spotted with USB battery packs dangling next to their ears 
as they try to keep their mobiles charged for as long as possible. 
To fit in with the trend, I never go anywhere in India without 
my Mighty Purse; an ingenious British company have discreetly 
hidden the ugly and cumbersome rechargeable battery packs 
inside elegant clutches and purses. 
From £90
mighty-purse.com

TO DRINK + DANCE

IMPERFECTO
1A/1 HAUZ KHAS VILLAGE

The laborious six-storey climb to this bar reveals something more 
akin to a Spanish beach, and is far from imperfect. Carpeted with 
sand, scattered with pebbles and with streams winding between 
the tables, this dreamily located roof terrace bar overlooks the 
tombs and lake of Hauz Khas. Delhi has a perplexing amount of 
Salsa aficionados, and this is the place to put your dancing shoes 
on and join in the craze. Cool off with a Bombay bellini, a sweet 
mixture of mango juice and champagne.

BLUE FROG
THE KILA, SEVEN STYLE MILL COMPOUND, OPPOSITE QUTUB 

MINAR, MEHRAULI

Delhi’s principal live music venue Blue Frog has an immensely 
diverse programme and attracts an eclectic mix of musicians 
from all over the world. Come here for live music every night of 
the week, ranging from jazz and blues and folk and funk. Turn up 
the heat with their fiery wasabi bloody mary.

RAASTA
30 HAUZ KHAS VILLAGE

soulcity.co.in

At this dangerously laid-back venue, it is as if a little piece of 
hippie-haven Goa has been picked up and dropped in Delhi. 
Chill out on the roof terrace with an old monk rum as reggae 
and ska waft over you, or groove alongside the city’s hippest 
party people into the early hours of the morning. Delhi’s own 
Reggae Rajahs – India’s first reggae sound group famed for their 
energetic performances – are phenomenal live and can be caught 
performing here most weeks. 
TIP: The Delhi nightlife scene is fairly transitory with new bars 
and clubs opening every week. Get in touch with Soul City for 
insider tips on which clubs and bars are hot and happening and 
on where to dance the night away. 

MARKET IN OLD DELHI BY TONA STELL

MORE AVAILABLE ON 
IPAD AND IPHONE


